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Advection-reaction-diffusion ARD waves in the Belousov-Zhabotinsky reaction in steady Taylor-Couette
vortices have been visualized using magnetic-resonance imaging and simulated using an adapted Oregonator
model. We show how propagating wave behavior depends on the ratio of advective, chemical and diffusive
time scales. In simulations, inward propagating spiral flamelets are observed at high Damköhler number Da.
At low Da, the reaction distributes itself over several vortices and then propagates inwards as contracting ring
pulses—also observed experimentally.
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Spatiotemporal patterns in reaction-diffusion systems
have been extensively studied 1,2, with an increasing inter-
est in coupling fluid flow with such systems. The interactions
between stirring effects of advection—producing large scale
homogenization—and the sharp chemical gradients produced
by reaction-diffusion processes generate complex patterns in
both chemical and biological systems 3,4. For the proto-
typical Belousov-Zhabotinsky BZ reaction, these
advection-reaction-diffusion ARD structures have been
studied in packed bed reactors 5 and, more recently, in a
magnetohydrodynamically generated chain of counter-
rotating vortices 6,7. Here, vortex flow induces significant
front wrinkling, and front structures and propagation veloci-
ties are further affected by chaotic mixing due to lateral vor-
tex oscillations and axial flows, producing complex patterns.
Such vortices in other autocatalytic systems produce similar
effects 8,9 with an enhancement of front velocity by the
flow field, limited by diffusion across vortex separatrices.
This agrees with previous analytical and numerical studies
for autocatalytic “burn” combustion fronts 10–12.
Common to these systems are different qualitative re-
gimes of pattern formation, dependent on dimensionless
numbers based on the vortex scale: a Péclet number Pe
relating advective to diffusive time scales, a Damköhler
number Da, relating chemical to advective time scales, and
the ratio of vortex size L to front width , =L /. For
large vortices, 1, when advection dominates Pe1, Da
1, the reaction zone is distributed across several cells si-
multaneously. In contrast, when reaction and diffusion play a
larger role Da1 a more defined “flamelet” propagates
across a cell see 9.
ARD structures in laminar cellular flows provide useful
analogs to model various complex systems, for example, dy-
namics of turbulent flows and quenching in combustion 11.
To date, no general theories of these systems exist, and fur-
ther experimental, numerical and analytical studies are re-
quired. In this Brief Report, we examine cellular ARD struc-
tures within a well-established experimental system: the
Couette cell in the regime of steady counter-rotating toroidal
Taylor vortices 13 Fig. 1. A Couette cell has been ex-
ploited previously to examine reaction-diffusion waves in
open conditions 14 and to examine front propagation en-
hanced by mixing, but in a turbulent regime 15; here we
employ magnetic-resonance imaging MRI to visualize both
the steady vortex flow field 16 and the structure and veloc-
ity of chemical waves 17,18 propagating through it—
reaction-diffusion pulses rather than one-off fronts. Labora-
tory studies are supported by a numerical model based on the
empirically derived Oregonator 19 incorporating a vortex
flow. This reproduces key behavior and further explores the
effect of flow strength on chemical structures and velocity.
For experimental MRI studies, a Couette cell with a gap
of 3.0 mm was filled with well-mixed oscillatory BZ re-
agents. The manganese-catalyzed system was used due to its
suitability for MRI study 17. The inner cylinder was rotated
above a critical velocity to establish steady Taylor vortices
Fig. 1. All MRI measurements were performed on a Bruker
DMX300 spectrometer, operating at a proton resonance fre-
quency of 300 MHz at 289.40.2 K. Chemical waves were
visualized using a spin-echo imaging sequence Fig. 2a.
Typical flow field velocities in three dimensions were visu-
alized using a pulsed gradient spin-echo PGSE velocity
imaging sequence 20 Fig. 1c.
A typical time series of images in Fig. 2a shows a pulse
propagating through a series of Taylor vortices, resulting in
inward propagating rings distributed across several cells si-
multaneously. Effective front velocities increase with in-
creasing  and hence increasing vortex velocity and are
significantly enhanced compared to the reaction-diffusion ve-
locity of 0.137 mm s−1, in general agreement with 6,8,9.
For simulations the two-variable Oregonator model 19
is used, with the Tyson-Fife scalings 21 amended to scale
space by the gap between the cylinders. Time is scaled by the
chemical time scale, kcB, rather than advective time scales
often employed 22. This gives the following ARD equa-
tions:
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These explicitly provide Da=kcBL /0, and Pe=0L /D. u
and v are the autocatalyst HBrO2 and the oxidized metal
catalyst Mn3+, respectively. 0 is a characteristic flow speed
in the meridional axial-radial plane, D is a typical diffusion
coefficient, and L is the annulus. f , 
 and q are chemical
parameters incorporating key rate constants and concentra-
tions. kcB is effectively the rate of production of the inhibi-
tor, bromide ion. Experimentally, typically kcB0.1 s−1,
i.e., a typical chemical time scale, r10 s. The cylinder’s
rotation rate is sufficiently fast for azimuthal variations in
concentration to be neglected, and therefore a two-
dimensional 2D dimensionless vector field 	 = z ,y is
used to represent the flow in the meridional plane only.
Rather than solve the Navier-Stokes equations for 	 , how-
ever, we construct the simplest function that produces a cel-
lular flow structure close to that observed in the Taylor-
Couette system, taking care to satisfy the no-slip condition
on the cylinder surfaces, located at y=0 and y=1,
	z = sin2y − 1sinz/ , 3
	y =
1
2
1 + cos2y − 1cosz/ . 4
Figure 3a illustrates this geometrical model of the time-
independent streamlines for steady flow. The parameter  is
the eddy aspect ratio, determined experimentally to be unity.
A grid convergence study determined 100 grid points across
the gap to be sufficient, with 1000 points used axially to
capture a series of ten vortices. Reaction-diffusion waves
were initiated by a bottom boundary layer of high HBrO2.
For a particular set of chemical parameters equivalent to the
oscillatory regime f =1, 
=0.25, q=0.0008, we examine
behavior as we vary the eddy strength, 0 and hence Da and
Pe, with Da1 /Pe see Figs. 3b–3e. Note that, as a
comparison, azimuthal Damköhler and Péclet numbers based
on the rotating cylinder’s surface speed are approximately
310−4 and 3105, respectively.
In the Da1, Pe1 regime 0.03Da0.5, 900Pe
15 000, advection within cells dominates Fig. 3b. Au-
tocatalyst entering the cell perimeter is advected rapidly
FIG. 1. Taylor vortices within a Couette cell. a Schematic of
meridional plane cross section. Angular speed , gap d, wavelength
 and inner radius Ri. b Three-dimensional 3D toroidal structure.
c MRI velocity map for meridional plane cross section, showing
axial z velocity mm s−1. The field of view shown is
20 mm vertical11 mm horizontal with a pixel size of 195
203 m. PGSE gradient pulses were applied axially with a maxi-
mum strength of 0.25 T m−1, 1 ms duration, 50 ms separation and
eight velocity encoding steps. =2.6 Hz, d=3.0 mm	, and Ri
=2.5 mm.
FIG. 2. Experimental results. a MRI image in meridional y-z
plane. The field of view shown is 20 mm vertical
13 mm horizontal with a pixel size of 176203 m. Image
contrast is produced by differences in T2 magnetic-resonance relax-
ation times for water protons surrounding Mn2+ dark /Mn3+ light
ions. A recovery time of 100 ms was used, giving an imaging time
of 6.4 s. =2.6 Hz. Mn2+=610−4 M, CH2COOH2
=0.15 M, Br03
−=0.05 M, Br−=0.06 M, H2SO4=0.6 M,
H3PO4=2.8 M. b Plot of effective front speed vs inner cylinder
rotation rate, .
FIG. 3. Simulated cell. a Plot of 2D flow vector 	 for first
three vortices. Arrows indicate strength and direction of flow field.
b–e time snapshots from left to right of front propagation up
the tube for different values of Da/Pe. Light areas indicate high
Mn3+. b Da=0.3 Pe=1500; =1, 4, 6, 8, 10, and 15. c Da
=1.5 Pe=300; =2, 2.5, 3, 3.5, 4, 4.5 top row, 5, 6, 7, 8.5, 10,
and 14 bottom row. d Da=3.0 Pe=150; =3.5, 4.5, 5.5, 6.5,
7.5, and 8.5. e Da=30 Pe=15; =3, 6, 9, 12, 15, and 18.
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along vortex outer streamlines and then diffuses across the
separatrix, distributing the reaction across a number of cells
very rapidly. Diffusive and reactive time scales are longer,
and so propagation toward the cell center, across streamlines,
is slower. This results in a circular wave front propagating
inwards via a reaction-diffusion mechanism, followed by the
associated wave back as the clock resets. This produces a
contracting ring of oxidized catalyst. After a refractory pe-
riod, the next wave front enters the outer part of the cell,
setting the process off again, while the previous ring is still
contracting. By this time, a large number of cells ahead have
been contaminated by the original front. This results in re-
verse target patterns within each coupled cell, driven by ad-
vection but limited by diffusion across cells with closed
streamlines. This corresponds to the experimental image in
Fig. 2a; here 0=4.0 mm s−1 giving for kcB=0.1 s−1, L
=3.0 mm, and D=210−3 m2 s−1 Pe=6000 and Da
=0.075, a good agreement.
For Da1, Fig. 3c, however, inward propagating spi-
rals of two sharply separated phases are observed. Reaction
and to a lesser extent diffusion in all directions compete
more equally with slower advection round streamlines. Au-
tocatalyst propagates inwards on similar time scales as it
rotates around streamlines, hence spiraling into the cell cen-
ter. This flamelet winds in and disappears in approximately
equal time as the contracting rings above. This is expected as
inward motion is limited by reaction diffusion; notably, in
this time period significantly fewer cells ahead have been
contaminated due to much slower advection to the boundary
with the next cell; i.e., the total “front” structure length over
multiple cells is determined by the consumption time of al-
ready contaminated cells. A more complex “hollow” spiral
structure is observed if Da is increased further Fig. 3d;
the spiral rotates more slowly and thus there is time for a
“split” as the reaction-diffusion wave propagates in opposing
primarily radial directions.
As Pe approaches zero, Da1 Fig. 3e the vortex
strength becomes comparatively very weak and the system
approaches the geometrical optics regime of sharp planar
reaction-diffusion fronts 10. Figure 4 shows effective pulse
velocity down the cell axis, cf, for different values of Péclet
numbers. With increasing flow rate, i.e., increasing Pe de-
creasing Da, cf increases monotonically with a power law of
0.39, due to the limiting effect of diffusion across the sepa-
ratrices. As we are fitting over a large range of Da, our ex-
ponent is an intermediate value of those previously predicted
by an effective diffusion approach driven by the rate of con-
tamination of additional cells 10–12, where cf0
3/4 at low
Da and cf0
1/4 at high Da.
In summary, we have demonstrated that MRI is uniquely
able to visualize both the chemistry and flow in these sys-
tems, enabling a clear picture of the dynamics. We observe a
distributed reaction zone with inward propagating rings.
Simulations using our adapted Oregonator and geometrical
flow function capture key experimental behavior and allow
us to explore a wide range of steady vortex regimes. Notably,
this model is more sophisticated than previous “burn” mod-
els as it simulates pulses. In agreement with the literature
6–12, for our large vortex regime, with increasing flow rate
and hence decreasing Da and increasing Pe, we observe the
transition from laminar reaction-diffusion waves to spiral
flamelets and on to distributed reaction inward ring struc-
tures, with an increase in effective front velocity. For the
current experimental setup, we were unable to explore the
full set of numerically observed behavior by altering the flow
rate as the minimum critical flow rate for steady cells was 2.5
Hz and MRI artifacts were observed above 4.0 Hz. However,
these other regimes might be observed by varying the chem-
istry and hence Da independently of Pe or altering the MRI
imaging sequence. We also note that, importantly, Pocheau
and Harambat 9 found a sensitivity of front trajectory to
boundary layers in cellular flow in a Hele-Shaw cell. They
thus proposed local 3D kinematic modeling of least time
trajectories to fully account for cell geometry. We recognize
that the assumption of fast azimuthal flow in our model be-
comes questionable close to the surface of the stationary cyl-
inder; while good agreement between the model and experi-
ments suggests this is not significant for the cases presented
here, the sensitivity to this feature should be explored. Using
MRI, effective diffusion coefficients can be obtained. The
influence of boundary layers will thus be the subject of
future work.
Steady vortices generated in this Taylor-Couette reactor
system provide an analogous cellular ARD regime to those
generated magnetohydrodynamically 6–9. This suggests
the underlying ARD mechanisms in cellular flow are robust,
and can be applied to a variety of flow environments. The
combination of MRI in a Couette cell—with its large number
of different flow regimes 13—and numerical modeling of
the corresponding flow field provide a unique platform for
the quantification of the influence of flow on autocatalytic
chemical reactions.
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FIG. 4. Dependence of effective front velocity scaled by
reaction-diffusion velocity c0 when Pe=0 on Péclet number.
There is no significant difference in velocities calculated from
points down the center axis or on the outer edge of the meridional
plane. This is also true for velocities of first compared to subsequent
pulses.
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